Open Classes Spring Family Weekend
Friday April 8, 2016

Faculty members invite parents to visit the following classes. Seating is limited and will be provided first-come, first-seated. Please introduce yourself to the instructor and be aware this list is subject to change. Classes are listed by start time. Friday classes last 50 minutes. A key for building abbreviations is provided on the right. Maps will be available at registration in the Coates University Center.

8:30 a.m.
Biology 3459: “Endocrinology,” CSI 448, J. Roberts
Chemistry 2319: “Organic Chemistry 1,” CSI 427, S. Bachrach
Chemistry 3330-1: “Biochemistry I,” CSI 104, C. Maeder
Music 3342: “Music History 2,” DSB 347, C. Leafstedt
Physics 1312-1: “Introduction to Electricity, Magnetism, and Waves,” MMS 170, D. Ugolini

9:30 a.m.
Biology 3348: “Microbiology,” CSI 448, F. Healy
Communication 1301-1: “The Mass Media,” CSI 103, K. Blevins
Geoscience 1409: “Earth’s Environmental Systems,” MMH 273, K. Surpless
Latin 1302: “Elementary Latin II,” CGC 109, N. Hirschfeld

10:30 a.m.
Computer Science 1323: “Discrete Structures,” CSI 104, S. Fogarty
Greek 1301: “Elementary Classical Greek,” CGC 242, C. Pache
Math 1330: “Introduction to Modern Mathematics,” MMS 223, E. Balreira
Political Science 3361: “Classical Political Thought,” SML 103, D. Crockett

11:30 a.m.
Communication 1301-1: “The Mass Media,” CSI 103, K. Blevins
Computer Science 1323: “Discrete Structures,” CSI 104, S. Fogarty
Engineering 4367: “Mechatronics,” CSI 355, K. Nickels
Political Science 3352: “Civil Rights and Liberties,” SMB 103, J. Hermann
Theatre 3331: “History of Theatre: The Classical Stage to the Enlightenment,” RTT 301, S. Connelly

12:30 p.m.
Math 1312: “Calculus II,” CSI 104, B. Miceli
Political Science 1301-1: “American Politics,” SML 103, J. Hermann

1:30 p.m.
Computer Science 1323: “Discrete Structures,” CSI 104, S. Fogarty
Communication 3362-1: “Media Law & Policy,” RCC 320, K. Blevins